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Eastern Europe continues to grow in popularity for western travelers. Places like the Czech

Republic and its capitol city, Prague, have long been desirable destinations. Estonia, Latvia and

Lithuania each boast their own picturesque capitols (Tallin, Riga and Vilnius) that are brimming with

old-world architecture, magnificently preserved cathedrals, quaint shops and cafÃ©s. Each of the

three countries are part of the European Union which has made traveling to them easier than ever

before.
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Eyewitness wins hands down The Mail on Sunday --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

Well organized and includes a generous amount of superb photos. The coverage is great for the

larger cities, but this guide does a pretty good job of highlighting and describing sights in the outer

lying areas as well.

Excellent travel book for the Baltic States. Great book.

It is great to find a travel book that covers all three Baltic nations. The photography is wonderful, and

the text is informative. There is a nice combination of history and descriptions of places to visit, stay,

and eat. We are planning a visit to this region in the spring, and we are finding this book to be a

valuable resource. Even when traveling with an escorted tour group, there is usually some free time,



and this is the kind of book that will help one find places to go and restaurants to enjoy during

unscheduled time.

I only recently discovered that Eyewitness makes travel guides. I am headed to Estonia in a week

and a half and this book really lays out a plan to get the most out of my travels. The pictures are

gorgeous.

I highly recommend DK Guides because they are beautiful works of art in themselves -- the photos

are fabulous! Although not as detailed with practical information as other guides such as

Eyewitness, DK Guides are a must for the sightseer, art lover, and those who want a good look at

the country even if they don't go there.

Came on time and was exactly as described. You can never go wrong with these tour/guide books.

Great illustrations and information. I am studying it well and planning my trip. The information given

is detailed and yet doesn't go on and on which I like.

I got this book before the trip to Latvia and Estonia. Jot down things to see, to eat, and to watch out

for gave me confidence to enjoy my trip there much better. I recommend this book to anyone plans

to be in Baltic States soon.

Taking a trip this August to Baltic Countries and wanted a good guide to inform myself with and this

one seems just perfect. Lots of info and photos. Glad I got it and will have it in my luggage as we

leave.
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